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It is well known that standard cells have been widely used to implement VLSI circuits in
the automation of physical design. Since one major aim of a cell-based design is to mini-
mize total layout area in a standard cell placement, the number of feedthrough cells will
be minimized to reduce total cell area in a standard cell placement. In this paper, first,
we model a partitioning-based row assignment (PRA) problem to minimize the number
of feedthrough cells in a standard cell placement. Furthermore, an integer linear pro-
gramming (ILP) approach is proposed to solve the PRA problem in a standard cell
placement. Finally, the ILP approach has been implemented and two standard-cell net-
lists, Primary and Primary 2, have been tested by the proposed approach, Bose’s ap-
proach [4] and an exhaustive search approach, respectively. The experimental results show
that the ILP approach obtains fewer feedthrough cells than Bose’s approach in a
partitioning-based standard cell placement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that standard cells have been widely
used to implement VLSI circuits in the automation
of physical design. Due to inherent complexity of
physical design in a standard cell design, this auto-
mation is further divided into two phases: placement
and routing. In the placement phase, all the stand-
ard cells in a netlist are arranged within several
horizontal rows with minimum wire length [1-6].
Furthermore, in the routing phase, a global rout-
ing process adds feedthrough cells [6-9] into cell
rows to make all the global nets to be connected,
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and a detailed routing process completes all the
local connections in any channel by a detailed
router. Although physical design in a cell-based
design is divided into two continuous phases, these
two phases are seriously relative. For a cell-based
design, the routing configuration always depends
on the placement result. For example, the number
of feedthrough cells in a. standard cell placement
is decided by the positions of the cells in the place-
ment result. In Figure 1, a graphical representation
ofa cell netlist, a standard cell placement, and the
insertion of a. feedthrough cell in this placement
are shown.
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FIGURE A cell netlist and its standard cell placement. (a) A
graphical representation of a cell netlist. (b) A standard cell
placement. (c) The insertion of a feedthrough cell in a standard
cell placement.

Since one major aim of a cell-based design is
to minimize total layout area in a standard cell
placement, it is important for the minimization of
total layout area to minimize total cell area in a
standard cell placement. Basically, the cells in a
standard cell placement are divided into standard
cells andfeedthrough cells. To our knowledge, stand-
ard cells are used to implement VLSI circuits in a
circuit netlist. Hence, it is impossible that the num-
ber of standard cells in a cell netlist is minimized
in the automation of physical design. In contrast,
feedthrough cells are used to connect all the glo-
bal nets in a standard cell placement. The num-
ber of feedthrough cells can be minimized to reduce
total cell area by an optimal cell assignment in
a standard cell placement. It is no wonder that
a standard cell placement is in a linear multi-row
structure. The connection of all the global nets
in a standard cell placement is defined by the

decision of a row ordering. Therefore, it plays
an important role for the minimization of the
number offeedthrough cells [3-4] to obtain an opti-
mal row assignment in a standard cell placement.

Traditionally, a standard cell placement is
obtained by two different approaches: a linear-
assignment-based approach [10-14] and a
partitioning-based approach [1-6]. In a linear-
assignment-based approach, standard cells in a
cell netlist are first linearized to minimize the wire
length or the number of crossings by a linearizing
operation. Schuler and Ulrich [10] first proposed
the concept of clustering and a linear placement
for a cell-based placement, and a linear-placement
problem was transformed into a linear-embedding
problem. Unfortunately, the linear-embedding
problem [11] was proved to be NP-complete.
Later, for the linear-placement problem, Chowdh-
ury [12] proposed an analytical approach to obtain
an approximate solution, and some heuristic
approaches [13-14] were proposed to obtain
several near-optimal solutions.
For a two-dimensional placement, according to

an aspect ratio and a row number K in a desired
placement, Kang [14] first applied the idea of
folding a linear placement to form K cell rows in a
standard cell placement. Consider the net connec-
tion in a cell netlist, a standard cell placement
folded from a one-dimensional placement may not
be a good two-dimensional row-based placement,
and the introduction of feedthrough cells in a
standard cell placement is not explicitly addressed
by a linear-assignment-based approach. Clearly,
the minimization of the number of feedthrough
cells in a standard cell placement is not considered
in the row assignment step for a linear-assignment-
based approach.

Recently, a partitioning-based approach [1-
5, 16, 17] has been widely applied to obtain a
standard cell placement. First, according to an
aspect ratio and a row number K in a desired
placement, all the standard cells in a cell netlist are
partitioned into K groups by a hierarchical or
multi-way partitioning operation. For a partition-
ing-based standard cell placement, a K and
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L-based two-way min-cut partitioning by Dunlop
and Kernighan [1], a quadrisection partitioning by
Suaris and Kedem [2], and a two-way minimum
ratio-cut partitioning by Hamada, Cheng and
Chau [5] were proposed to hierarchically partition
a cell netlist into smaller cell netlists, respectively.
However, these partitioning-based approaches
focus on the performance of the partitioning
result, and the minimization of the number of feed-
through cells in a standard cell placement is not con-
sidered in the placement of standard cells.
For the introduction of feedthrough cells in

a partitioning-based approach, to our knowledge,
the problem of minimizing the number of feed-
through cells in a standard cell placement has been
proved to be a NP-complete problem [11]. Cho
and Kyung [3] first proposed a heuristic algori.thm
based on a constrained multi-stage graph to mini-
mize the number of feedthrough cells in a standard
cell placement. Later, Bose and Saha [4] also pro-
posed a combined partitioning-based row assign-
ment to minimize the number of feedthrough
cells in a standard cell placement. However, these
two algorithms [3-4] first partition a cell netlist
into two smaller netlists by a K and L-based
partitioning, and the further netlist partitioning is
involved in the row assignment step. Clearly, the
number of feedthrough cells in a standard cell
placement depends on the selection of seed nets in
a netlist partitioning. Hence, the minimization of
the number of feedthrough cells in a partitioning-
based row assignment is decided by a hierarchical
performance of K and L-based partitioning.

According to the definition of a partitioning-
based approach, we model a new partitioning-
based approach for a standard cell placement.
Basically, this approach is divided into three
phases: multi-way netlist partitioning, row assign-
ment (inter-row placement) and multi-row linear
placement (intra-row placement). In multi-way
netlist partitioning, according to a row number K
in a desired placement and an area bound in any
row, standard cells in a cell netlist are partitioned
into K smaller netlists by a multi-way area-ratio-
constrained (ARC) partitioning [15]. In a row

assignment, K netlists are vertically linearized to
minimize the number of feedthrough cells for a
standard cell placement. Finally, Knetlists are hori-
zontally linearized to be K cell rows to mini-
mize total channel density in a multi-row linear
placement.

In this paper, first, we model a partitioning-
based row assignment (PRA) problem to minimize
the number of feedthrough cells in a standard cell
placement. Furthermore, an integer linear program-
ming (ILP) approach is proposed to solve the PRA
problem in a standard cell placement. Finally, the
ILP .approach has been implemented and two
standard-cell netlists, Primary and Primary2,
have been tested by the proposed approach, Bose’s
approach [4] and an exhaustive search approach,
respectively. The experimental results show that
the ILP approach obtains fewer feedthrough cells
than Bose’s approach in a partitioning-based
standard cell placement.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
AND DEFINITIONS

Before we model a partitioning-based row assign-
ment (PRA) problem in a standard cell placement,
some important assumptions will be described as
follows: First, assume that each feedthrough cell
only contains one vertical net segment crossing
one cell row in a standard cell placement. Hence,
the number of vertical net segments crossing any
cell row in a standard cell placement is the number
of feedthrough cells in the cell row. Second, if all
the pins of a net are fully distributed onto two
adjacent cell rows, the net is defined as a local net.

In contrast, if all the pins of a net are not fully
distributed onto two adjacent cell rows, the net is
defined as a global net. Hence, it is assumed that
the connection of a local net is free of any feed-
through cell in a standard cell placement. In con-
trast, the connection of a global net is obtained by
adding feedthrough cells in a standard cell place-
ment. Although the pins of a global net are
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distributed into different cell rows, it is assumed
that each global net generates at most one feed-
through cell in each cell row in a standard cell
placement. For a global net in a standard cell place-
ment, the net will be separated into several local
nets by assigning at most one feedthrough cell
in each cell row in a standard cell placement.
Refer to Figure (c), the connection of a global net
in a standard cell placement is obtained by the
assignment of a feedthrough cell.
Given a row number K in a desired placement,

based on the proposed partitioning-based ap-
proach, all the standard cells in a cell netlist are
partitioned into K groups by using a multi-way
area-ratio-constrained partitioning. Furthermore,
the number of feedthrough cells will be minimized
to reduce total cell area by using a partitioning-
based row assignment in a standard cell place-
ment. Basically, K cell groups in a multi-way
area-ratio-constrained partitioning construct a

separation graph for the PRA problem in a stand-
ard cell placement as follows"

DEFINITION For K cell groups in a K-way area-
ratio-constrained ptrtitioning, a separation graph
G(V,E) is an undirected edge-weighted graph
defined as follows: any cell group in this K-way
partitioning is represented as one vertex in V. Each
edge (u, v) is in E if and only if two cell groups
corresponding to u and v are connected by at least
one net connection, and the weight w (u, v) between
u and v is the number of net connections between
u and v.

For a 4-way area-ratio-constrained partitioning
in a cell netlist, 4 cell groups and a mapped
separation graph are shown in Figure 2, where V
is {vl, v2, 1;3, V4}, E is {(Vl, v2), (V1, V3), (Vl, V4), (V2, V3),
(V2, V4) (V3, V4)} and w(el,2) 1, w (el,3) 2, w (el,4)

4, w (e2,3) 3, w (e2,4) 1, and w (e3,4) 5.
Due to a vertical linear structure in a standard

cell placement, the PRA problem in a standard cell
placement can be transformed into the problem of
finding a linear embedding of a separation graph
with minimum crossings. Hence, for a given graph,
the crossing distance of any edge, and total

(a)

w(el,2) w(e3,4)=

w(e2,4)

(b)

FIGURE 2 Area-ratio-constrained partitioning and separa-
tion graph. (a) 4-way area-ratio-constrained partitioning in a
cell netlist. (b) A mapped separation graph of Figure 2(a).

crossing distance in a linear embedding will be
defined as follows:

DEFINITION 2 For an undirected graph G (V, E ),
a linear embedding E(G) of G is defined as a linear
ordering (Vl, V2,...,Vn-I, Vn) of V. If (vi, vi+l),

_< i_< n-1, is in E, the edge (vi, V/d-i) is called
as an embedding edge. In contrast, if (vi, vj),
<_i,j<_n,ij, is in E and not an embedding

edge, the edge (vi, vj) is called as a non-embed-
ding edge.

DEFINITION 3 For a linear embedding E(G) of G,
the crossing distance Dist(u, v) of any edge (u, v) in
G will be defined as

Dist(u, v) w(u, v) Dif(u, v),
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where Dif(u, v) is the number of vertices between u
and v in E(G). Furthermore, total crossing distance
in E(G) will be defined as the sum of the crossing
distances of all the edges in G such that

Total_Dist Dist(u, v).
(u,v).in.E

According to the previous assumptions and
definitions, the PRA problem of minimizing the
number of feedthrough cells in a standard cell
placement corresponds to the linear embedding
(LE) problem of minimizing total crossing distance
for a separation graph. Unfortunately, the LE
problem of minimizing total crossing distance for a
separation graph is still a NP-complete problem
[18]. Hence, no optimal polynomial approach is
proposed to solve the LE problem.

In ILP formulation, two groups of variables Xi,j
and Yi,j,k are introduced to model a linear objec-
tive function for total crossing distance in the LE
problem, where

Xi,j 1,

Yi,j,k 1,

if i is placed in locationj, otherwise
Xi,j O.
if the difference of the locations of vi
and vj is k, otherwise yi,j,: O.

Hence, the objective function to be minimized for
total crossing distance in the LE problem is

n n-1

ZZ(k 1)w(eij)Yi,j,k, (1)
i=1 j>i k=2

subject to

-xi,j 1, for < < n (2)
j=l

3. ILP FORMULATION FOR
MINIMIZATION OF THE NUMBER
OF FEEDTHROUGH CELLS
IN A STANDARD CELL PLACEMENT

As mentioned above, the PRA problem of mini-
mizing the number of feedthrough cells in a
standard cell placement corresponds to the linear
embedding (LE) problem of minimizing total
crossing distance for a separation graph. We
propose a new integer linear programming (ILP)
formulation to guarantee an optimal solution for
the PRA problem in a standard cell placement as
follows:

If a separation graph G (V, E ) is not a complete
graph, this graph will be firstly modified into
a complete separation graph by adding zero-
weighted edges. Hence, according to the computa-
tion of the edge weights of E {ei,j < i, j < n,
< j} in G, the LE problem of minimizing total

crossing distance for a separation graph is to find
an permutation of V= {Vl, v2,..., Vn} on n con-
secutive locations { 1,2,..., n} with minimum total
crossing distance.

xi,j-- 1, for <j < n, (3)
i=1

Yi,j,k Yj, i,k, for l_<i,j<_n, < j, O < k < n,

(4)

n-1

1,
k=l

for <_i,j<_n, i<j, (5)

Yi,j,k 2,
j=l,ji

for _< _< n, 0 < k < n/2,

(6)

for <_ <_ n, n/2 < k < n,

(7)

Z kyi,j,k- kxi, k -+- kxj, k >_ O,
k=l k=l k=l

for < i,j < n, < j. (8)
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For the constraints of this objective function,
constraint (2) states that each vertex must be
placed on one of n locations. In contrast, con-
straint (3) states that each location only places one
of n vertices. The two constraints show a one-to-
one mapping relation between vertices and loca-
tions. Clearly, for n vertices, there are n! conditions
in such a one-to-one mapping function. Constraint
(4) denotes a symmetric property that the dis-
tance of the locations of vi and vj is k. It is clear
that the distance from the location of vi to the
location of vj is equal to that from the location of
to the location of vi. Constraint (5) states that the
distance of the locations of vi and v is at least
and at most n- 1. Since vi and v are located on
two different fixed locations, the distance of the
locations of vi and vj. is unique. Constraints (6)-(7)
denote a linear embedding relation between vi and

vj with a fixed distance k. For a distance k,
0 < k < n/2, the number of the vertices the dis-
tance of which and vi is k is at most 2. In con-
trast, for a distance k, n/2 <_ k < n, the number of
the vertices the distance of which and vi is k is at
most 1. Finally, according to the distance of the
locations of vi and v, constraint (8) denotes a
distance relation between two groups of variables

xi,j and Yi,j,k.
Refer to Figure 2, an ILP formulation is

modeled to solve the LE problem of minimizing
total crossing distance for a separation graph as
follows"

Minimize Yl,2,2 + 2yl,3,: + 4yl,4,2 + 3y2,3,2 -+-y2,4,2

-+- 5y3,4,2 -k- 2yl,2,3 -+-4yl,3,3 + 8yl,4,3
-+- 6y2,3,3 q- 2y2,4,3 -+- 10y3,4,3,

subject to

Xl,1 -]- Xl,2 + Xl,3 -+- Xl,4 1, X2,1 + X2,2 q- X2,3 -+- X2,4 1,

X3,1 -- X3,2 + X3,3 -+- X3,4 1, X4,1 q" X4,2 -+- X4,3 -- X4,4 1,

Xl,1 + X2,1 -+- X3,1 -+- X4,1 1, Xl,2 -+- X2,2 -+- X3,2 %" X4,2 1,
X1,3 -+- X2,3 --I- X3,3 + X4,3 1, X1,4 + X2,4 q- X3,4 -- X4,4 1,

Yl,2,1 Y2,1,1, Yl,2,2 Y2,1,2, Yl,2,3 Y2,1,3,

Yl,3,1 Y3,1,1, Yl,3,2 Y3,1,2, Yl,3,3 Y3,1,3,

Yl,4,I Y4,1,1, Yl,4,2 Y4,1,2, Yl,4,3 Y4,1,3,

Y2,3,1 Y3,2,1, Y2,3,2 Y3,2,2, Y2,3,3 Y3,2,3,

Y2,4,1 Y4,2,1, Y2,4,2 Y4,2,2, Y2,4,3 Y4,2,3,

Y3,4,1 Y4,3,1, Y3,4,2 Y4,3,2, Y3,4,3 Y4,3,3,

Yl,2,1 + Y1,2,2 -- Yl,2,3 1, yl,3,1 + Yl,3,2 + Yl,3,3 1,

Yl,4,1 -+- Yl,4,2 -k- Yl,4,3 1, Y2,3,1 q-- Y2,3,2 -+- Y2,3,3 1,

Y2,4,1 -+- Y2,4,2 -+- Y2,4,3 1, Y3,4,1 -k- Y3,4,2 + Y3,4,3 1,

Yl,2,1 d- Yl,3,1 + Yl,4,1 _< 2, Yl,2,2 + Yl,3,2 + Yl,4,2 1,

Yl,2,3 -k- Yl,3,3 -+- Yl,4,3 _< 1, Y2,1,1 -+- Y2,3,1 + Y2,4,1 _< 2,

Y2,1,2 -+- Y2,3,2 -+- Y2,4,2 _< 1, Y2,1,3 -+- Y2,3,3 -+- Y2,4,3 _< 1,

Y3,1,1 -+- Y3,2,1 -+- Y3,4,1 _< 2, Y3,1,2 -+- Y3,2,2 -+- Y3,4,2 <_ 1,

Y3,1,3 -+- Y3,2,3 + Y3,4,3 <_ 1, Y4,1,1 + Y4,2,1 -+- Y4,3,1 _< 2,

Y4,1,2 + Y4,2,2 -+- Y4,3,2 _< 1, Y4,1,3 -+- Y4,2,3 + Y4,3,3 _< 1,

Yl,2,1 -+- 2yl,2,2 -+- 3yl,2,3 (Xl,1 -+- 2Xl,2 -+- 3xl,3 + 4Xl,4)
_qt_ (x2,1 _qt_ 2x2,2 -+- 3x2,3 -+-4x2,4) _> 0,

Yl,3,1 + 2yl,3,2 + 3yl,3,3 (x1,1 + 2x1,2 + 3xl,3 + 4xl,4)
+(x3,1 + 2x3,2 + 3x3,3 + 4x3,4) >_ 0,

Yl,4,1 -+- 2yl,4,2 -+- 3yl,4,3 (x1,1 + 2x1,2 -k- 3Xl,3 + 4Xl,4)
"+’(X4,1 + 2X4,2 -+- 3X4,3 + 4X4,4) >_ 0,

Y2,3,1 -+- 2y2,3,2 -+- 3y2,3,3 (X2,1 -+- 2X2,2 + 3X2,3 -+-4X2,4)
nt-(X3,1 nt- 2X3,2 nt- 3X3,3 nt- 4X3,4) _> O,

Y2,4,1 "+" 2y2,4,2 -+- 3y2,4,3 (X2,1 -+- 2X2,2 -+- 3X2,3 + 4X2,4)
-+-(X4,1 q- 2X4,2 -+- 3X4,3 -+-4X4,4) >_ 0,

Y3,4,1 q" 2y3,4,2 + 3y3,4,3 (X3,1 + 2X3,2 -k- 3X3,3 + 4X3,4)
+(X4,1 -k- 2X4,2 -+- 3X4,3 -+-4X4,4) _> 0.

For a separation graph in Figure 2, this ILP
formulation obtains a linear embedding (Vl, V4, Y3,

v2) of (Vl, v2, v3, v4}, and the embedding is optimal.
From a vertex ordering in (Vl, v4, v3, v2), the mini-
mum total crossing distance in (Vl, v4, v3, v2) is 5,
that is, the number of feedthrough cells in a
standard cell placement is 5.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the PRA problem of minimizing the number
of feedthrough cells in a standard cell placement,
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TABLE Best cut and average cut of primary and primary 2 in 20runs for K 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20

K=4 K=8 K 12 K=16 K=20

Example Best Avg. Best Avg. Best Avg. Best Avg. Best Avg.
mincut mincut mincut mincut mincut mincut mincut mincut mincut mincut

Primaryl 81 92.3 173 197.6 263 307.5 372 413.8 494 579
Primary2 234 283.7 458 497.5 715 782.1 954 1084.6 1267 1394

TABLE II Experimental results for primary and primary 2

Primary Primary 2

Exhaustive Exhaustive
Bose [4] ILP search Bose [4] ILP search

#Rows #Cell Time(s) #Cell Time(s) #Cell #Cell Time(s) #Cell Time(s) #Cell
44 0.3 36 0.1 36 135 0.4 117 0.1 117

8 126 0.9 108 0.5 108 364 1.4 324 0.5 324
12 228 2.1 195 1.5 195 642 2.5 569 1.6 569
16 331 5.9 286 4.3 286 872 6.1 785 4.5 785
20 487 10.7 414 8.3 414 1271 11.2 1102 8.4 1102

*Bose’s time includes the time of netlist partitioning.

the ILP approach has been implemented using the
LINDO [21] package. On the other hand, Bose’s
approach [4] and an exhaustive search approach
have been implemented by using C language on a
SUN workstation under the Berkeley 4.2 UNIX
operating system. Two standard-cell netlists, Pri-
mary and Primary 2, have been tested by the ILP
proposed approach, Bose’s approach [4] and an
exhaustive search approach, respectively.

Before doing partitioning-based row assignment
in a standard cell placement, a standard cell netlist
is partitioned into some clusters by a multi-way
ARC partitioning. In a multi-way ARC min-cut
partitioning [15], given a row number K, average
partitioning area (APA) in one .row is obtained as

APA (total cell area in a cell netlist)/K.

Furthermore, row partitioning area (RPA) in one
cell row is constrained from 80% *APA to
120% APA, that is, 80% APA < RPA < 120%*
APA. For K 4, 8, 12, 16, or 20, two cell netlists,
Primary and Primary 2, are firstly partitioned into
4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 smaller netlists by a multi-way
ARC min-cut partitioning [15], respectively. For
Primary and Primary 2, the best cut and the
average cut in 20 runs are shown in Table I.

For Primary and Primary 2, all the partitioning
results with the best cut in K 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20
are transformed into different separation graphs.
Consider these Primary l’s and Primary 2’s separa-
tion graphs, the ILP approach and an exhaustive
search approach yield a linear embedding for any
separation graph, respectively, and total crossing
distance of each linear embedding is computed
according to the definition oftotal crossing distance
in a linear embedding. Hence, the number of feed-
through cells in a standard cell placement with K
rows is obtained by the computation of total
crossing distance in a linear embedding. In Table
II, the number of feedthrough cells and the running
time in a standard cell placement with 4, 8, 12, 16
and 20rows obtained by the proposed ILP ap-
proach, Bose’s approach and an exhaustive search
approach are shown. The experimental results
show that the ILP approach obtains fewer feed-
through cells than Bose’s approach in a partition-
ing-based standard cell placement.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, first, we model a partitioning-based
row assignment (PRA) problem to minimize the
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number of feedthrough cells in a standard cell
placement. Furthermore, an integer linear pro-
gramming (ILP) approach is proposed to solve
the PRA problem in a standard cell placement.
Finally, the ILP approach has been implemented
and two standard-cell netlists, Primary and
Primary2, have been tested by the proposed
approach, Bose’s approach [4] and an exhaustive
search approach, respectively. The experimental
results show that the ILP approach obtains fewer
feedthrough cells than Bose’s approach in a
partitioning-based standard cell placement.
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